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Man's Concept of the Order of Nature 

To the average individual the orderliness of nature is a 

fundamentctl fact of experience. Oasu9,11y he notices the suc

cessio'n of day B,nd night, the course of the seasons, the groy.rth 

and decay in plant B.nd animal Ii fe, and the gradation of 

natural being; he is convinced of an pervading harmony_ 

The belief of mankind in nature 1 s order is evident from the way 

men daily stake their existence upon the conduct of the 

phYSical universe. f-lan realizes that these ha:ppenings in 

nature are beyond his control. In order to survive man has to 

accept things as they come, anticipatiu§ their recurrence as 

far as he can and &tdjusting his actions to their variations. 

The regularity of nature became by degrees the norm of man's 

self-regulation. Long before he had b.egun a systematic obser

vation of natural events, and longer still before be had asked 

himself the meaning of order, man had taken the orde~ly 

process of nature for the pattern of his thought and the guide 

of his actions. 

Order is so pre'llalent to experience that science has not 

been able to deny it. Science has leveled obstacle after 

obstacle in its conquest of ne.ture. Science has not only dis

covered new proofs of regularity and order but the order and 

stability have furnished the only basis for science in its 

search for new worlds to conquer. Destroy or deny the idea of 

order in nature and science must surrender entirely. 
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St. Thomas looks upon nature as being thoroughly per

meated with order. St. Thomas insists that the things of 

nature and all their properties are orderly when he repeats the 
.. 1. 

phrase of Aristotle, that nature is the cause of order. Any

thing t.hat is disorderly is not according to nature. 2 • The 

phrases, "order of nature II , lithe customary course o'f nature", 
/ 

lithe certain order established by God in naturel!, occur again 

and again in the writings of St. Thomas. 

Men have not merely believed, in an order of nature, but 

they have striven likewise to account for it. In the early 

history of mankind, when the deeper problems of reality w'ere 

solved only in terms of myth and religious concept, nature was 

either deified or made a tool which could be used at "Till by 

the gOd.s. In the consideration of nature a,s a tool, the forces 

of nature were like puppet s de,ngling from the he,nds of the gods .. 

.lUI the forces '''lere believed to be guided with' a certain order 

and regularity. 

The first serious scientific study of nature began in Ionie, 

e,nd marks the beginning of philosophical specula,tion. 

Aristotle says that the earliest philosophy is, of all subjects, 

like one who lisps, since it is young and in_its beginnings. 3 • 

HOi'leVer, he realized how essential the early philosopher I s 

humble beginning was for him, who expanded and corrected the 

first teachingse 

The early Ionian philosophers viewed nature in all its 

4order and coordination. • To them this ''las indicative of one 



thing, an e.malgamation reducible to one thing, material unity. 

In the la.ngue,ge of P..ristotle they were interested in the 

material cause or rather in t.he material nrinc of bodies 

only, accenting this as the sole key to nature and. its pro

cesses. 5 • For The.les the original substratum is water; for 

P..naximander, the infinite; for Anaximenes, air. 6• La,ter 

thinkers preferred a pluralistic material found.ation qf reality, 

a. number of primary elements. Errmedocles looked upon these as 

four-fi-re, air, earth, and water. 7 • Anaxago,re.s of the 

principles as infinite in number. Mystic India contended and 

still contends, that the the world is made out of God, that 

God. is not only the efficient cause,. of the ,,,,orld, but is con

8.tinually producin~ it out of Himself as the materi cause. 

It vIas among those thinkers 1'Iho held a plurality of 

material principles that the question of the moving impulse 

which joined these primary elements int.o combinations "'Tas 

argued. This quest provided the impetus for the study of 

nature, for the problem was not satisfactorily solved with one 

princiule a.nd thus efficient causality was introduced. 

Empedocles and Anaxagoras receive commendation on this score. 

Empedocles spoke of love and strife as effecting various unions 

of the elements. Anaxagoras introduced the concept of mind and 

for that reason receives praise from Aristotle, who compares 

him to a sober mEm in contre.at i'lith the random te.lk of his 

predecessors. 9 . 

In the teachings of Empedocles and. Anaxe.goras a 
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teleological explanation is evident. Aristotle hints that a 

'1fIell-rounded final causs,lity must rather be read into their 

thought t.han ext.racted from it. .Aristotle says further that 

Ana.xagoras anpea,led to the mind merely as the source of the 

initial imDulse, 6f the primary motion given to things. 

Aristotle accuses him of inserting t.he mind as an explanation 

of phenomena, only when unable to assign any other cause. lO • 

With the introduction of the mind. s.nd emotions there is a hint 

of final causality,. though not clearly distinct from efficient 

causality.. Socrates, despite his apnarent neglect of physical 

questions, further developed. the notion of Anaxagoras' thought 

concerning an Intelligent Cause in the universe! It was 

Socrates who first spoke clearly of ade:ptation in nature, and. 

used. a t.eleological argument to demonstrate the existence of 

a S~preme Being .. ll • Plato uses the same proof, and frequently 

stresses the role of God in the arrangement and government of 

the world.• 12:. 

Another principle receives expression in the philosophy of 

the Pythagoreans. Since they were thoroughly grou~ded in 
. 

mathematics the order of nature found explanation in their eyes 

only if number was pos.ited as the essence and ba.sis of all 

things. For them number was not merely the very substance of 

which things are formed., but also the pat.tern after which 

things are shaped. Numbers are odd, even; or a combination of 

both. In harmony with this the Pythagoreans developed a law or 

formula. according to which the various elements ''1"hich make up 
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the ma.ny objects are combined. 

Formal causality received its fullest stress from Plato. 

The teaching of Heraclitus concerning the consta,nt flux of 

things left its mark upon Ple.to. The Socratic emphasis upon the 

validity of the concept in the acquisition of true knovlledge 

contributed its share. 13 • Plato ",as led to deny full reality 

to the world of our senses. Sense-perceptible objects are but 

copies, pictures, faint imitation,s of their prototypes, the 

ideas which dwell in a world apart, not perceptible to sense. 

The idea alone is real. For each material species there is an 

idee. in i'lhich the objects of that species participate. If there 

is harmony in the physical universe, ultimately it is because 

order reigns in the 'vorld of ideas. These ideas are clustered 

together and participate in the centre.l idea, the idea of Good, 

or God. To describe the participation of physical objects in 

their idea., Plato discovered that he must introduce an element 

of limitation which he calls matter, but whose nature he never 

14.represents. 

The efficient cause of phenomena is not the ideas. Again 

God is seen at that task, not as creating material objects, 

but as patterning them after ideas. At first all "V-1Jtias chaos. 

Out of disorder the Creator brought harmony and order, the best 

possible i'iorld, because being wise and good He '-las moved to 

desire that all things should be like unto Himself. The ideas 

possess a teleological character. Becoming has its end and aim 

in a being. The idea is like the concept that an artist has 

i'ihich he tries to implant in matter.. /I..ll idea. is a moving force 
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causing an object in the visible world to be 'what it is. The 

ideas themselves have a final end, the idea of the Good, ''\Thich 

is the final end of all reality.15. 

Aristotle is the philosoDher of nature par excellence. He 

has given an account of the universe which is the climax and 

perfection of the efforts of the great thinkers who went before 

him. In the first part of his "Tork on nature, Aristotle states 

that scientific knowledge about any object is reached only when 

one is acquainted with its first principles or elements. The 

'task, therefore, which awaits the investigator of nature is a 

determination of nature I s principles and that which pertains to 

them. 16• The principles of nature he finds to be threefold, 

matter, form, and privation. Becoming perme8,tes the entire 

range of being to the very threshold of the Unmoved Mover, ,·,ho 

is pure act. Finite being is constantly surging to'1ard that 

Derfection or actuality which it can possess. 

Each individual is a substance or nature. Knowledge of it 

is possible only by mastering the ingredients "Jhich enter into 

its becoming, the four causes. The key to nature as a whole in 

Aristotle I s mind is these causes.. And since the domin&.nt or 

governing cause is the nal, tbe ultim8,te interpretation of 

nature is primarily teleological. 17 .. Nature does nothing 

without a purpose; it strives 8.1w8,Ys towa.rd the best. Through

out the entire universe e8.ch object bas a definite end to 

attain, toward which it reacbes with its vThole being. IS. This 

tendency is not conscious or deliberate in Objects w'hich are 

http:teleological.17
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devoid of reason. It is simply intrinsic in the 

\ma,tever occurs regularly cannot be Bscribed to chance, but 

must be attributed to an all-pervading purposeful activity.20. 

Aristotle adva.nces illcmy arguments in favor of his teleolmgical 

view. 2l • 

The various Objects of the universe do not merely strive 

for their own particular ends, but they are so arranged that 

their activities interlock. Together they reach out t01vard a 

un:i.versal end. As a result nature is not a mere string of 

episodes after the fashion of a ba,d tragic drama. 22. Through

out its realm a marvelous harmony and order reigns, causing it 

to resemble an army, coordinated and subordinated as a whole to 

its leader" Or again, it is like a household which is \1Tell 

23 ..ordered. That ,.,hich accomplishes this as principle and end 

is the Unmoved Move·r, the absolute good. 24. 

Aristotle tea,ches tbat nature is the cause of order; 25. 

like intelligent action, nature labors for an end;26. this is 

really due to the attraction of the ultimate good. 27 .. It seems 

that Aristotle leans towErds conscious designin.s; upon the part 

of the world's First Cause. Order and intelligence, he says, 

are insepa,rable; wherever there is order there is necessarily 

reason. 2S • More eXDlicitelv Aristotle 
~ '-' states: lIGod and nature 

produce nothing that has not its use." 29 • And afZain~ .. IIGod , 
therefore, adopted the remaining alternative, and fulfilled the 

perfection of the universe by making coming to"'Suninterrupted.,,30
'" 

Finally when Aristotle perceives a double order in the universe 
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like unto that which pervades an e,rmy, the lead,er of the latter 

is acclaimed to be the source of its harmony, it might be said 

that from the analogy God must be recognized as the ultimate 

designer and cause of t.he harmony which is seen in the univers~ 

The teleology of Aristotle is not anthropomoruhic nor 

anthropocentric; nor is it grounded in the designing of the 

l'lorld I s ,Prime :Mover.. P..ristotle goes no farther then what is 

immanent in nature.. An eque.lly great thinker protected by 

Christian revelation vias many years later to sC8,le to loftier 

heights to give a comulete'account of the harmony in the 

universe. Though it was Aristotle's picture with which he began 

he'increased, its beauty and raised its worth so much that 

rightly it can be called a new picture. 

St Thomas I e.nalysis of ne.ture and of the order of nature& 

is that of a metaphysician, j'll;st as Aristotle's analysis. The 

testimony of experience or observation offered by St. Thomas is 

of minor importance to the deeper analysis of the Objects of the 

physical vlorld in terms of being. St. 'rhomas criticises the 

philosophers of ancient Greece for their inability to see 'being 

as being. Since the ancients were narrow in their vision in the 

phil080phic8,1 sense, theYEfaw objects only in the particular 

she.pes which th,ey had a.ssumed" 32. A complete exple.nation of 

things is possible only if the philosopher by abstraction 

arrives at the root or basis of the problem, namely being. 

Following in the footsteps of Aristotle, St. Thomas built 

his metaphysical system on the solid and deep foundation of the 



doctrine of potency and act. Potency and act are the funda

mental principles of being in its meta!)hysical determinations, 

reac~ 
eJand made necessary by an analysis of the actuality and 

cha.nge in the world of our experience. God alone is pure 

actuality, infinite, self-sufficient~ He is Being and the 

fulness of beingo Anything else tha.t has existence in any way 

whatsoever can merely participate in His Being.. The essence of 

a creature will not be its existence, but it will be stamped 

with potentiality, with limitation and hence subject to becoming 

and change. God alone is pure actuality. He ca.nnot become, 

but must necessarily be. The universe is a descending stream of 

. perfection. Just opposite to pure actuality there is sheer 

potentiality which of itself cannot exist but awaits an 

actuating principle. Proceeding upward from this potentiality 

,.,e ascend the ladder of perfection approaching tOltlard pure 

actuB,li ty, but there is a chasm tha.t can never be filled between 

creation and its Creator. From this ,-re see that being is 

properly predicated of C~d and only analogously of creation& 

Since God is infinitely perfect no individual finite object 

can adequately reflect His goodness and perfection. Goodness 

diffuses itself and God the supreme good and the perfect 

architect has made a vast multitude of forms so that they might 

reflect His infinite splendor. Thus does St. Thomas account for 

the vast number of species that are in the universe. 33 • Else

where he gives an explanation of the multiplicity which exists 

in most species. The higher the form, the more perfectly is the 
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perfection of the pure Being copied, the less potentiality is 

possessed, and, the object is less subject to becoming and chang 

The repetition of forms ,..lithin a class is permitted and achieved 

through a joining with matter, so that the 101tTer species, which 

mirror the divine perfection less, may grow more bright, and 

that these lower. species may not be extinguished.3~ . ~ 

God as pure actuality is necessarily the efficient cause 0 

the universe. is also necesse.rily the final cause of the 

universe.. The tV-TO causes go hand in he.nd; they are inseparable. 

It is especially in becoming that this finality is expressed. 

The finite pays the penalty of becoming because of its lack of 

actuality. The finite expresses its longing for actuality of 

'which it is capable by surging ever onward. The finite must 

continue its progress to\vard further actualization, since pure 

Being alone is wholly self-contained, self-subsisting and 

immutable. Aristotle was the first to perceive the importance 

of the final cause in the process of becomine:o St. Thomas sees 

this final ,causality in a wider and deeper perspective. St. 

Thomas picked up the strands left by Aristotle, and knitted 

them together, and wove a detailed and perfect pattern of the 

universe in e.ll its harmony and order. 35•. 

It is in the third book of the Summ§. Contra Gentiles that 

St. Thomas undertakes a deep analysis of the order of creatures 

in their relation to God, as to their end. It is here that the 

order of the universe is aptly explB,ined. The stud,y is a 

logical continuation of the.t which occupied St.. Thomas I 

http:order.35
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attention in the first t'l,'(Q books. St.. Thomas himself, in the 

first chapter of the third book offers a brief review of what 

he has alreedy demonstrated and the conclusions which flow from 

it. 

St. Thomas writes thEt there is one first being possessing 

the full perfection of 8.11 being. This First vfhom we 

call God, h8S best.ol-Ted being upon e.ll things ""hich exist, from 

the abundance of his ovm perfection. The result is that He is 

the first principle or source 01' all being• .5b. e att.ri bution 

01' being on the p,?rt ot God t.o ot.hers elld not. !'J.ow l'rom any 

necessity or s nature, but purely 1'rom His :tree w'1J.J.. .8s a 

consequence is 1'.ne Lora ot' 'thc-'C l·m1cn He nas mad.e. His 

dominion 1s perrect !'or 1t. ~s J:ie alone Wno nas· prod.ucea all 

this. 37• Every agent freely producing an object determines an 

eDJi for it, since t.his is the proper function of the will. 

Likewise, t.he Object will pursue its ult.imate end by its action, 

which will be directed by him who has bestowed upon 1 t the 

principles by 1trhiCn 11'. 8.ct,s.38. It fO.llo,vs necessarilY t.hE.t. tiod 

is the d.irect,or 01' 811. t.hlngs, and JUst. as t.bere is n01'.n1ng to 

wn1cn .tie W;tS not giVt;;Ll being, so unere is nothing \ihich does 

not fall beneath His sVlo.y,,39- - The effects of His rule ~.ppear in 

various ways, according to the v8,rity 'of natures which eXist. 40 • 

St. Thomas "then goes on to ShOW in a generc.l '1J1i:J.Y vo.r10ue or'a,ere 

created by God which seek tbeir proper end under His guidance. 

An objection may arise here a.nd seem valid, if Ka:ut, 

Schopenhauer and Bergson are followed. If it is necessary that 

http:8.ct,s.38
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God be accepted as the Creator of all things in order to 
. 


account for the order in nature, how can the argument provlng 

God's existence from this order in nature be valid? In proving 

the existence of the Intelligent First Being we advance from 

the visible effects in the world to their proper cause. It is 

evident to any thinking man that an effect dema,nds a proportion

ate cause. It was Aristotle who set forth the principle tl1et 

orcLer and intelligence go hand in hand. Genuine order, th~re-

fore, wherever observable,-_ points undeniably to an intelligent 

41 •cause.

The starting point of St. Thomas in hi s study of the order 

of creation is nature's becoming. This activity is not only a.n 

observable fact, but reason recognizes it a.s a. necessity levied 

upon finiteness and potentie..li ty. Concerni ne: the Hction of 

nature this statement echoes throughout St. Thomes I worl{s-

Q,uod. omn~ a.gens B.gi t. Dropt.er f·inem. _All action is sta,mued ,.;i th 

a teleol~giCal char8.cter. 42 • Every agent acts for B. determinate 

end. A totEd lack of order in being becomes a meta.physic8.1 

impossi bility. 438 1,1!e C8.n set tl! e B.rgml1ent forth in the Se,ints I 

"Si agens non tenderet ad 8,liquem effectum 
determinatun1, omnes effectus essent ei indif
ferentes. Quos autem indifferentur se b B.bet 
8.d multo, non magis unum eorum oneratur qUE1m 
eliud; und e 8. contingente B.d ut.rUJnque non 
sequitur aliquens effectus nisi 1ler aliquod 
determinetur ad unum. Impossibile igit.ur esset 
quod ageret. Omne igitur agens t.endit ad 
aliquem determine:tuJI] er·rect.U1l!, quod diciT.ur 
finis eius." 44 • 

an 
The tho\,l~i:, needs little 8xulEmation. Action means the doing of 

http:diciT.ur
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sornetb an6 it must lead in some certbin 6irection. Activity 

'\:vlthout a.ny determination is inconceive.b1e. Tber:e m1.lst be 8.n 

before the e ctian is begun. A.n agent. must. tend to 8.chieve 

eome s~ecific effect. To rem&in eouB.l1v.v indifferent to tvw or _ 

more 8.ccomp1isbments itfou1d mean to continue totB.lly lnactlve. 

does not. mean, however that an agent must necessarily t 

tmv8 rd. the me.ki ng of a certain Db icel thing. St. Thomas 

specificBl11y uDho1ds the :ooElsibi1i t.y of action for s8ke of 

ion e10ne. Sucb actions fell "rithin tbe rB·w:r:e of 

conscious nEs alone. 

The determinateness of tb e end, St. Thome.s teB,ches:l arises 

from tbe sueci c cbarecter of tbe agent. 46 . Both t.be Ection 

an6 tbe end. are in t.ot 8.ccord with its nature.. 'l'h.e form of a 

thing nitely cifies it.s essence. It is t.he form, 1ike

vlise, "Thich funde.ment,,s.lly is e Drinc of motion 

The form is necessarily e end of pr06ucinC' Ceruse. This 

mEans E.t a similarity or C01)Y of the form sts wit't'in tbe 

Egent. Tbis is tr1e C8se vJ1tb elligent non-inte11ir.tent
'

causes alike. In·the former the form preexists in 	its int.ellig

47ible essence; in the er in its natural essence. . 

te1li c.gent s produce tl'le by the E ctivity of th eir 

ellect. "The form is em i Inte11 nt agents B,re dr2'!n:l 

to'rJBrd the e.ttainment of the ldee. &. r2.t.ion21 ite ,orh 1cb 

is 1 tre will. b.sin~s devoid of inte11i3:ence tl'le end is 

not consciously sent. e end is up) h01'feve.r-, with 

e form ""bich is Df,rt of thej.r very n8ture~ , the 

http:agent.46
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is natura.l a-opetite. 49 . All agents tend. to an effect similar to 

their ovm·nature. ~ enim facit 

St~ Thomas goes on to show that every . acts not only 

for a specific end but that this end is good. Omne ag~~~ ~it 

grouter bonum. 51 • The·end entices the agent cifica~ly 

sibi ===..;;. 50. 

momentum tOl-rard action is an i ncline,tion of their nature. 48. It 

because of the good which is contained in it. 52 • This is ex

pressed in St. Thomas' definition of good: quo~ omnia 

apuetunt. 53 • The end towe,rd which an tends is always see 

to be convenient and agr-eeable to it. In the attainment of the 

end the agent finds rest and satisfaction. The end elevates the 

agent to a higher perfection. All this is characteristic of the 

good. Every e:gent acts in so far as it is in actuality. The 

agent, therefore, tends toward. actuality \<Thich is toward the 

gOOde-54• 

The picture th2.t St, Thomas glves is clear. The i'lOrld is 

made up of varied_and numerous individual th s, each with its 
" 

ovm uarticular nature~ The ne,ture of an object is the source 

of its action. By means of its activity a nature strives to 

attain a specific end, a certain perfection vThich agrees with 

its being and which- is not beyond the reach of s powers,,55. 

An Intelligent First Cause originally planned an end for each 

specific creature, and fitted that creature with a na.tuX'e and 

powers capable of attaining that end •.56. 

Such a picture Shov1S an almost infinite a,rray of minute 

particular orders, and hence necessarily displays a marked 

http:apuetunt.53
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• God 

regularity and order; it does not of itself however account for 

the universal har>mony of nature. The multiple ends tows,rd 

"\'\l'hicb individual objects t in an orderly manner migbt oppose 

each other and cS.use confusion. However, by actual experience 

we knovl that this is not the case. Vfe perceive the external 

finality of nature and the adapt ion of the different species to 

each other. This is due ultimately to a designing cause. St. 

Thomas tells us that things not only hc:.ve . their ovm particular 

ends, but th8.t there' is an ultimate universal end to which 8,11 

ends are drawn. A marvelous coordination of harmonious parts 

results. IJIeaning and order are written boldly in the universe 

for 8,11 to see. 

Quod omnia ordinantur 

is not only the first cause of creation, but He is also the 

final end 0 St. s several arauments to support hisThomas 
'- - 

thesis.. These arguments are grouped about tvlO central 

God as the Summum Bonum, and God as First Cause. The first 

arguments deal with God as the Summum Bonum. itTe ha.ve e,lready 

seen that e.ction tends towa.rd a definite end in so f.ar as th 

end is goodo God has shown to be the very essence Emd 

font of goodness itself. All things i11. being ordered to 

good are ultimately ordered to God, in whose Goodness all 

ee 58eparticular goods parti 

The second part of the argument is built around the 

of God as the First Cause, the Creator of 8.11 finite be .. God 

did not create the universe a.nd then just thrQi.,.r it off into 
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space. God cooperates in the activity of finite things irlhile 

/ He sustains them in being.. This cooperation does not mean tpat 

t,'I!"O specific causes work tOl-lard the realization of an effect. 

It is rather a principle of princ e and instrumental caus8.1';" 

ity.59. The Supreme Agent, St. Thomas states, acts the" actions 

of inferior s.60. Each finite effect can therefore 

identify God as its principle .. A finite activity will 

not only tend toward a particular end, but more principally will 
61i

" tend toward that ultimate end which its principle agent intendS~' 

And that end can be but only one thing, the Divine Goodness, God 

Himself. 62 .. 

It is necessary e.t this point to distinguish between two 

types of finality. In the one type the end cedes the a,ction 

of the efficient cause only in an intentional manner; the end is 

not yet realized. This is the case ",rherever the end is somethi 

which the agent produces, e. g. the restora,tion of health by 

medical treatment. The idea of curing precedes the cure and 

guides the physician in the application of remedies. In the 

second type of final causation, the objective is already in 

eXistence, not only in the agent's thought and deSire, but also 

in reality~ It is somethi to be obtained through the 

efforts .. ObJect will continue B.S a rea,l existent whether 

the agent fails or succeeds. Such ends are, e. f3.. the 

acquisition of property by purchase, the capture of a strong

hold "by s .. In these and in similar insta.nces·,the Object 

maintains the reality t v-rhich it possesses irrespective of any-

IS 
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one's purpose. The object causes action, but if and "lhen it 

is obtained , it e.cquires nothing. The ge.in is for the Berson 

"Tho successfully acquirs the object. It is in this sense that 

God is the end of all things. 63 • 

St. Thome.s . out thet God receives nothinR" fromDoints the 
~ 

straining of creatures to'\'lard their end. Being infinitely per

fect, God cannot acquire anything. Creation hungers and 

receives. In St. Thomas' own words, uGod is the end of things 

solely beca.use He is a.cquired by them. 1I64 • After outlining the . , 

mode of final causality which God exerts, St. Thomas explcdns 

what the tendency toward God as the final end means to all 

creation. Quod omni·a intendunt 8.ssimilari Deo. 65. If, there

fore ~ all things tend tOvlard God as tOl,rard their final end that 

they may attain His goodness , it follows the.t the ultimc.te end 

of thin~s is to become similar to God. 66 • 

This, then, is the end of all things, -- assimilari Deo. 

Things strive for that specific good which has been apportioned 

as their goal. In so doing they strive automatically to copy 

in their own way that Goodness which is God Himself. 67 • St. 

Thomas is quick to stress, however, that after all it is only a 

similarity that is achieved, e,nd a similarity always falls short 

of the original pattern. God's essence and His existence are 

one. His Goodness a.nd His Being stand in t.he same relation to 

each other. To be a.nd to be good. are identical in Him. 

Evidently this lies beyond the capability of creatures. 

Creatures can never be goodness. 'I'hey may possess it, but this 
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denotes a participationQ In so far as finite beings exist they 

are good., but it is n6t of their essence to such, they are 

good only in the possession of all those things 1'.,Thich 8.re 

necessary for their specific uerfection. 68 • It is not a single 

class of creatures that is called UDon to copy the divine good

ness but all of creation combined, a hierarchy of species peach 

of which reflects in its own way the goodness of its Creatoro 69 • 

In the second book of the Summa CQntr§:, G~ntiles St. Thomas 

notes an order in the universe, 8. ladder of forms which nature 

exhibits on a gradation of perfection. St. Thomes sho,vs hOvl 

the various particular orders, or orders according to species or 

cle.ss, interlace in their a,ctivity, coo!,erating wit.h each other 

8S they strive to Quench their common appetite for God. Nature 

becomes a,s a result a smooth running ms,chine. 

The resemblence of creatures to God is evident from the 

t\"O purposes of their being. By the very fe,ct the.t things exist 

a~n<i strive to preserve their own being they a.re similar to God. 

They reflect His perfection more in the effort to reproduce 

themselves, in their causality, for thus they tend. as God does 

to diffuse their goodness abroad. 70. In these procedures 

9bjects and. cla,sses do not remain isolated~ In striving for 

God each raises its head in union lllith class ,\..,hich is im

mediately superior to it in the mode of reflecting divine good 

ness. 

St. Thomas e~plains this universal dynamism in terms of ; 

actuality and potenti8~lity. J.Ii1e,tter is the lo,\..,est in the scale 
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of perfection. It longs to be united to a form. The more 

perfect the form to '''hieh it ca,n be joined the greCl-ter is its 

desi~e for that juncture. 7l • It is here that the dynamism of 

creation be~o:s. On it's lowest level a higher nature meets a 

lower at its peak. 72 • Prime matter is in potentiBlity first to 

the form of an element ~ then to thc.t of a compound. Next is 

the desire for a vegetative form. Veget8,tive life arises to tbe 

union with the sensitive, 8.nd sensitive life to intellectual. 

Here the high p'oint of perfection is reached. It is here that 

the infinite perfection of God is most capably copied. Man in 

his intellectual pursuits most D~.rfectlY reflects his Maker. 73 • 

Throughout this upward surge there is a un~fication y 

of the lower order by the higher. And the higher the order the 

w~der is its range of assimilation, the more perfect is its 

unifying power~74. It is here that the glory of man as the 

crown of creation is most evident. Man does not merely unify 

the lower orders in his material make up, but he achieves this 

in a most perfect manner in his intellectual or spiritual 

naturee By a mere thought man can draw the hierarchy of nature 

to himself in a unified eXistence, and nature does not suffer 

any change by this act of mental assimilation. 

There is also an order of conservation that St. Thomas 
i 

notes. The hi,gher depends on the lQl.ver for its existence. The' 

compound'is sustained by tl'?-e qualities of its elements. Plant 

life is nourished by inorganic matter. Animal life feeds upon 

the plant, and man makes use of all three for his sustenance 
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and livelihood. 75 • 

St. Thomas' cture of the universe is consistent. and true l 
• 

Nature used collectively is but a number of individual partic

ule,r substance s , with its own qualities. Each nature is in 

e, particular order. Each particule,r object has a definite.end 

predetermined by the Creator. Each object has an activity \,1hich 

is not only capable of attaining its end, but which strives for 

it ,'lith the very necessity of its being. Nature is thus lithe 

plan of a divine artist, introduced into things, whereby they 

move to a determine,te end. ,,76. The form of a thing is most im

portant, for it is the divine idea realized,77. the pattern 

stamped into things, tha,t ,,,hich underlies the oth~r character

istics. There is an order of subordination and coordination of 

the total powers of each individual object about e8,ch individual 

end, and it is here thB,t 1'le find the reason for the order and 

regularity in nature. 

Each object not only has its particular end, but there is 

an ultimate end for all which is God Himself. The consideration 

of God as First Cause is sufficient to establish this. 78 • There 

is no question of strife between the ends, because in the effort 

to reach their particular ends things st'rive to attain God. 

Their effort to reach their full perfection is an endeavor to 

be like God, to mani st His Goodness to the utmost of their 

capabilities. And since the ultimate end is the greatest in 

importance, things hunger for God most, and they love Him above 

all things .. 79 • The result of it. all is a marvelous unity. The 
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universe becomes possessed of one aim, one activity~ one order~O. 

An order of coordinB,tion of parts is necessary, an order of 

subord,ination at the same time of the whole to God" 81. 

Aristotle t S nicture of the order of ne,ture stands as a 

rough sketch next to the complete product of St. Thomas. To 

St. Thomas an ultimate explanation of things 'V'rithout reference 

to God is an absurdity" The very becoming which we ceaselessly 

witness, the potentiality and imperfection, has meaning only 

in reference to the fulness of BeIng and Actuality, God. This 

constant change points to God as the total cause and sole final 

end. 

The order of the universe as a plan preexisted in the 

princinle agenc~r of the Creator. God is thus the Source, the 

'End, and the prime efficient Agent of the harmony of the 

universe. But if we would express the order of nature in one 

phrase '\Are may choose St. Thomas' own \fIOrds.. Order is "the 

ordination of things to their end, and particularily to their 

final end \v'hicb is Di'line Goodness. 1183. 
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